Spreadsheet implementations of two different types of cognitive models-a neural network model and a statistical model-are presented. The two examples illustrate how to employ the facilities of spreadsheets, the spreadsheet data structure, array functions, the built-in function library, and the integrated optimizer, for building cognitive models. The two presented models are new extensions of existing models. They are used for simulating data from experiments illustrating that the extended versions are able to explain experimental results that could not be simulated by the original models. The whole simulation study demonstrates that spreadsheets are a handy tool, especially for researchers without programming knowledge who want to build cognitive models and for instructors teaching cognitive modeling. The configural units are connected to the output unit in the output layer that represents the conditioned response (CR) to the input pattern. At the end of each learning trial, feedback about the presence (l US ) and absence (l ]] US ) of the unconditioned stimulus (US) is presented.
Developing and testing models of cognition usually requires programming skills or special purpose software. Building an efficient and flexible model using conventional programming languages is difficult for many people. Special purpose software has at least four disadvantages: (1) It requires learning (or relearning) the use of the program; (2) it can be inflexible, making it difficult to implement extensions of existing models; (3) the details of the implementation may be hidden, making it unsuitable for teaching purposes; and (4) it may be costly.
By contrast, spreadsheets are an ideal means for developing and testing models of cognition,as well as for teaching cognitive models. They are well understood, flexible, transparent, and readily available.
A spreadsheet (e.g., Excel) is a data structure that carries a variety of data objects, including text, numbers, graphical objects, and computationalformulas. In addition, the spreadsheet program provides a function library and an optimization module. Thus, a spreadsheet is a medium for integrating different computational structures (i.e., computational formulas and procedures), as well as noncomputational structures (e.g., graphical objects). Linking computational formulas enables one to implement complex computational models without specific programming skills.
This illustration extends two existing cognitive models: (1) the configural model of Pearce (1994) , and (2) a multinomial processing tree signal detection model. These represent two classes of models: The configural model of Pearce is a neural network model for simulating qualitatively associative learning processes, whereas the multinomial processing tree signal detection model is a statistical model for predicting frequency distributionsover response categories in memory recognition experiments. The extended versions of these two models relax certain restrictions so that they are able to simulate experimental data that could not be fitted by the original models. The models were implemented using Microsoft Excel 97 (for Windows) and tested for the versions Excel 2000 (for Windows), and Excel 98 and 2001 (both for Macintosh). The implementation did not exploit macros or Visual Basic, so the principles should transfer to other platforms, such as Quattro Pro (Corel Corporation; www.corel.com) or Lotus 1-2-3 (IBM; www.ibm.com). The workbooks that implement the models can be retrieved from http://www.unifr. ch/psycho/general/macho/cognitive.htm.
THE CONFIGURAL MODEL OF PEARCE (CMP)
The CMP is an associative learning model for simulating contingency and causal learning (Baker, Vallée-Tourangeau, & Murphy, 2000; Pearce, 1987 Pearce, , 1994 Vallée-Tourangeau, Murphy, Drew, & Baker, 1998; Van Overwalle & Rooy, 1998) . In the following, the model will be implemented as a neural network. Figure 1 shows the architecture of the network that comprises three layers: an input layer, a configural layer, and an output layer.
Description of the Model
The input layer represents the input pattern of a given learning trial. The input pattern is a 0/1 vector, with 1 indicating the presence of a cue and 0 representing the absence of a cue. In Figure 1 The configural units are connected to the output unit in the output layer that represents the conditioned response (CR) to the input pattern. At the end of each learning trial, feedback about the presence (l US ) and absence (l ] ] US ) of the unconditioned stimulus (US) is presented.
The processing algorithm in Table 1 comprises three main steps. First, in Step 4, the similarity between the input pattern and the configural patterns of each configural unit is computed. The similarity is defined as the cosine of the angle between the input and the configural vector or, equivalently,as the scalar product between the two normalized vectors. 1 The activation of a configural unit results by raising the similarity to the power of the specificity parameter s. The higher the value of s, the greater the rate of decrease of activation with dissimilarity between input and configural pattern. Hence, s influences the size of the active fields of the configural units (i.e., the region of the input space leading to an activation of the unit). It represents cognitive discriminability and memorability of the configural patterns (s corresponds to the specificity parameter c of ALCOVE; cf. Kruschke, 1992, p. 23) . Second, in Step 5, the activation of the output unit is computed as the scalar product of the activation vector of the configural units and the vector of associative weights. Third, in Step 6, the associative weight of the connection from the configural unit with highest activation (i.e., the unit representing the input pattern) to the output unit is modified by means of the Rescorla-Wagner learning rule (Rescorla & Wagner, 1972) .
Application of the Model
In the following, the results of Experiment 3 of Shanks, Charles, Darby, and Azmi (1998) will be simulated. The CMP in its original formulation by Pearce (1994) is unable to simulate the results (cf. Shanks et al., 1998 Shanks et al., , p. 1375 . However, the CMP, as specified above, with the specificity parameter s regarded as a free parameter, can predict the results.
Description of the experiment. Shanks et al. (1998) investigated configural processing in human discrimination learning. Participants learned associations between different sorts of food and an allergy in a trial-by-trial fashion. A trial consisted of the presentation of either the name of a single food or the names of two foods. Participants had to predict whether an allergy would occur for the presented foods and received feedback. The experimental design is shown in Table 2 .
The letters denote foods, whereas the presence and absence of an allergy is indicated by a "1" and a "2" sign, respectively. For example, in Learning Stage 1, there were 15 AC1 trials (i.e., the foods A and C were present, and the allergy occurred for this combination).
The important comparison concerns participants' responses to the cue combinations AB and DE at the end of learning. In Stage 2, cue B was presented in isolation and reinforced. If patterns are processed in an elementwise fashion, Stage 2 learning should lead to more positive responses for AB than for DE because B is contained in AB. Participants' responses at the end of Stage 2 revealed no such increase, indicatingthat learning of B in Stage 2 does not transfer to the combinationAB (cf. Shanks et al., 1998 , Figure 3, p. 1362 . Implementation of the model. Two versions of the CMP were implemented on three worksheets within a workbook. In addition, two charts with the models's learning curves (cf. Figures 4A and 4B ) are contained in the workbook. The first sheet, named "Global Symbols, Input, Results," contains a symbol table, the input patterns and target activations,and the data from which the charts with the learning curves were generated. The second and third sheets, "Simulation 1" and "Simulation 2," contain the computational structures of the two model versions that differ with respect to specificity parameter s only: "Simulation 1," s 5 2; "Simulation 2," s 5 10. Table 3 shows the names that were used within the computational formulas. Names represent cell ranges. To define a name, use the menu command Insert/Name/Define. A menu appears that enables one to enter the name and the associated cell range. The names in Table 3 are divided into two groups: (1) Names of global scope are valid in the whole workbook, and (2) names of local scope are valid within a specific worksheet only. This allows one to use the same name with possibly different values within different sheets. To define a name with local scope, put the name of the worksheet in front of the name, separated by a "!" sign. For example, the name of the specificity parameter s on sheet "Simulation 1" was specified as 'Simulation 1'!specificity.
For names referring to a single cell, the third column of Table 3 , "Value/Cell Range," shows the content of the cell. 
For example, "minactivity" refers to the cell that contains the value 0.99. In all computational expressions containing the name "minactivity, " this value enters the computation. If a name refers to a cell range with multiple cells, the third column of Table 3 shows the address of the upper left and the lower right corner of the range. For example, "CS" refers to the table with the normalized input patterns that is located in cell range C49:H55 (letters denote columns, and numbers denote rows). Names with local scope are defined twice: on sheet "Simulation 1," and on sheet "Simulation 2." However, except for the specificity parameter s, the values and ranges (the names refer to) are identical. Figure 2 shows an extract of the worksheet "Global Symbols, Input, Results." The row indices, 36-60, and the column indices, A-H, enable the localization of the different structures. Three tables are shown: (1) The table with the non-normalized input patterns as rows (cell range C40:H46), (2) the table "CS" with the normalized input patterns as rows (cell range C49:H55), and (3) the table "US" with target activationsrepresenting positive and negative feedback (cell range D59:D60). There are no input patterns corresponding to the cue combinations GH and IJ that were used by Shanks et al. (1998) as filler stimuli in Stage 2 (cf. Table 2 ). These stimuli were dropped because they do not influence the model's response to AB and DE at the end of learning.
The formula in the box beneath the sheet is an array formula, as indicated by the curly braces. To specify an array formula, perform the following steps: (1) Select the target range (in the present case, C55:H55), (2) enter the formula, and (3) H40^2))}" for normalizing input pattern A. The formula for the first entry must be specified only. Then, it can be copied to the other rows, resulting in an automatic adjustment of the row references within the formulas. To copy the formula of the first row, select the source range C49:H49 and pull the selected range over the other rows by means of the mouse handle (i.e., the small black square at lower right corner of the selected range).
Figures 3A, 3B, and 3C show extracts of the worksheet "Simulation 1" with the model's computationalstructures. On the sheet, these structures are arranged side by side with each row containingthe computations of one trial, beginning with row 20 that contains the computationsof the first trial.
In Figure 3A , column A contains a trial counter that is not used for the computation. Column B contains index numbers for retrieving the input patterns within the different trials from the table "CS." Column C contains a description of the trial type that is also of documentary purpose only. The index numbers in column D are used for retrieving target activations from the table "US." Column E contains a learning flag. The associative weights within a trial are modified only if the value of the learning flag in the previous trial is greater than zero. Columns F-L contain the activations of the seven configural units without taking into account whether a unit had already been assigned the status "active." The numbers in the cell range F18:L18 are used for retrieving the configural patterns from the table "CS."
The formula in the box below the sheet computes the activationsof the configural units in Trial 6. Again, the arrows indicate that the cells F25-L25 contain the same expression. The formula is not an array formula (no curly braces). The function SUMPRODUCT( ) takes as input two vectors of the same dimension and computes the scalar product. In the shown expression, the two vectors are given by the subexpressions"INDEX(CS,S,0)," representing the input vector of Trial 6, and "INDEX(CS, cfg, 0)" that represents the configural vectors of the configural units. Both INDEX( ) functions access the normalized vectors in the table "CS." In the present case, they take the following three input arguments. (1) The first argument is the cell range to be accessed: the table "CS" (cell range C49:H55 on the sheet "Global Symbols, Input, Results").
(2) The second argument is the number of the row to be addressed within the given range: "S" (cell range B20: B139) for the first INDEX( ) function,and "cfg" (cell range F18:L18) for the second INDEX( ) function. The cell range MACHO that "S" refers to contains the stimulus numbers of the 120 learning trials. The value of "S" in row 25 (i.e., the row with the shown expression) is 7 (cell B25 in Figure 3A) . Thus, the seventh row of table "CS," containing the normalized input pattern DF, is addressed (cf. Figure 2 ). The cell range that "cfg" refers to holds the index numbers of the configural units. The value of "cfg" in column F is 1. Thus, the second INDEX( ) function in this column addresses the first row of table "CS" with the normalized input pattern A. Column F contains, therefore, the activa- tions of the configural unit representing pattern A. Analogously, columns H-L contain the activations of the configural units representing the patterns B-DF. (The following general principle underlies the usage of the names denoting row and column vectors, such as "cfg" and "S," within a formula that is not an array formula: In case of column vectors, the value in the same row as the formula is used. Formulas in the same row as the first component use the first entry of the vector, formulas in the same row as the second component use the second entry, and so on. Formulas outside the row range of the name lead to the error message "#VALUE" indicating an erroneous value. The same principle applies to row vectors. In this case, the name is replaced by the value in the respective column.) (3) The third argument of the INDEX( ) function is the column index: The number 0 (both INDEX( ) functions) indicates that the whole row is retrieved, and not a single cell only.
In Figure 3B , columns M-S contain the activity flags of the seven configural units. The flags indicate the activity status of the units (1 5 active). Once activated, a unit stays active. After the first learning block, all configural units are active except for the one representing stimulus B that was not yet presented. Columns T-Z contain the activations of the configural units computed according to equation T1 of Table 1 .
The array function in the box on the left computes the values of the activity flags in Trial 6. The IF( ) function takes three arguments: (1) a conditional expression, (2) the return value of the function if the conditional expression evaluates to TRUE (T), and (3) the return value if the conditional expression evaluates to FALSE (F). In the present case, the formula is an array formula working on row vectors. As a result, all involved quantitiesare row vectors. The conditionalexpression of the IF( ) function, "(F25:L25>5 minactivity)1(M24:S24>5minactivity)>0" represents the Boolean vector [T F T T T T T]. It results from the following computations.(1) The subexpression "F25:L25>5 minactivity"tests for each component of the row vector in cells F25:L25 whether it is greater than "minactivity"-that is, whether it represents input pattern DF (due to rounding errors, the expression "F25:L25>51.0" does not work properly). The resulting Boolean vector [F F F F F F T] indicates that the last configural unit DF represents the actual input. (2) The array formula in the box assigned to the range T25:Z25 computes the activation vector of the configural layer (in Trial 6) by componentwise multiplication of the vector of computed similarities, raised to the power of the specificity parameter, and the vector with the values of the activity flags.
In Figure 3C , columns AA-AG contain the associative weights of the connections from the configural units to the output unit, column AH contains the activations of the output unit, and column AI contains the delta values (i.e., the difference between the output and target activation).
The array formula in the box assigned to the cell range AA25:AG25 computes the row vector of associative weights in Trial 6. It contains two summands: (1) "AA24: AG24" represents the weight vector of the previous trial, and (2) "alpha*beta*AI24*(T24:Z24>5minactivity)* (E24 > 0)" represents the vector [0 0 0 0 0 2 1.13 0] of weight changes. The subexpressions: "alpha*beta*AI24* (T24:Z24>5minactivity)" implements the RescorlaWagner rule (cf. Table 1 
T T T T T T T].
The expression in the middle box computes the activation of the output unit as the scalar product of the activation vector T25:Z25 of the configural layer and the vector AA25:AG25 of associative weights (cf. Table 1,  Equation T2 ). The expression in the right box computes the delta value. The INDEX( ) function, retrieving the target activation from the table "US," contains two input arguments only, because "US" refers to a column vector.
Results of the Simulation
Figures 4A and 4B show the development of the output activations for the different input stimuli in the two learning stages. Figure 4A Table 2 , left column), always in the same order as in Table 2 . Stage 2 consisted of 10 B1 trials.
With s 5 2, the B1 trials in Stage 2 result in a higher activation for AB than for DE at the end of learning, which is in opposition to the experimental finding of no difference. With s 5 10, the activations for AB and DE at the end of learning are practically identical. This demonstrates that the CMP with a high value of the specificity parameter s can reproduce the experimental results of Shanks et al. (1998) .
Discussion
The following aspects related to the present implementation will be discussed: First is a summary of the organization of the model within the workbook. Second is a consideration of different methods for implementing iterated models. Third is a discussion of names and cell references. Fourth is a treatment of array formulas and the automatic expansion mechanism.
Organization of the model within the workbook. The model was distributed on two spreadsheets: (1) a sheet containing the input and target patterns (cf. Figure 2) , and (2) a sheet with the computational structures (cf. Figure 3A, 3B, and 3C) . The latter consist of formulas linked together in a left-to-right fashion: Names and references within formulas generally refer to cells on the left of the same row. This organization reflects the propagation of activation through the network within a single trial. The modification of weights follows a different pattern: References refer to cells in the previous row (cf. Figure 3C ), reflecting the fact that the weights can be modified only after having accomplished the propagation of activation.
With neural networks comprising many layers, it might be useful to use one sheet per layer. The linkage of computational structure works in the same way, independent of whether a referenced cell range is on the same sheet or on a different one. (Usually, cell ranges are entered into a formula by selecting them with the mouse. If the selected range is located on a different sheet, the program puts the worksheet name in front of the cell reference, thus ensuring that the cells on the correct sheet are addressed. If a name is defined for the selected range, the program inserts the name instead of the reference into the formula.)
Linked computational structures can give rise to circular references-that is, formulas referring to their own outcome, either directly or indirectly via other formulas. For example, inserting "5B111" into cell A1 and "5A111" into cell B1 results in a circular reference: Evaluating the formula in cell A1 requires knowledge of the result in cell B1, which in turn is based on the result in cell A1. With automatic recomputation (the default mode of computation), a circular reference generates an error message, and the program displays arrows pointing to the critical cells. In addition, it provides tools for identifying the cells making up the circular reference. If, in the present implementation of the CMP, the formulas for weight modification erroneously referred to cells within the same row instead of the previous one (cf. Figure 3C) , the following circular reference would occur: Associative weights (trial t) ® output activation (trial t) ® delta (trial t) ® associative weights (trial t) (the arrows indicate "enters the computationof "). Computing the weight modification in trial t on the basis of the delta value of trial t 21 precludes this circular reference.
Iterated models and iterated worksheets. Like most neural networks, the CMP is an iterated model: The processing consists of a number of iterations composed of the same basic steps (cf. Table 1 ). This iterative structure gave rise to the following method of implementation: The computational formulas of the first iteration/trial were specified only. Then, they were copied to the other rows. This works because copying a formula results in an adjustment of the cell references. For example, copying formula "5A111" in cell B1 to cell C3 results in "5B311" in cell C3: The row index is incremented by two because cell C3 is two rows below B1, whereas the column index is incremented by one because C3 is one column to the right of B1. Fixed references, indicated by a "$" sign in front of the reference, suppress the automatic adjustment. For example, copying "5$A111" (column reference fixed) from cell B1 to cell C3 results in "5$A311." Copying "5A$111" (row reference fixed) from B1 to C3 results in "5B$111." Finally, copying "5$A$111" does not change the formula.
Iterated worksheets provide a more efficient method for implementing iterated models. This approach requires two basic steps: (1) Set the calculation mode from automatic to manual mode (menu command Tools/Options/ Calculation), and (2) use circular references for implementing an iteration (for details, see Orvis, 1996 ; the Web site with the models also contains an iterated worksheet version of the CMP).
Using names and references. The presented implementation predominately uses names instead of cell references. By default, names are equivalent to fixed references (it is possible, but not recommended, to define names as variable references). Thus, replacing the names with the fixed references (e.g., "cfg" with "$F$18:$L$18") does not change the computations.Names enhance the comprehensibilityof an implementation.They can also be defined after the specification of the formulas. A program's utility enables the automatic replacement of cell references within formulas with the assigned names (menu command Insert/Name/Apply).
Array formulas and automatic expansion. Array formulas enable the processing of vectors and matrices in two different ways: (1) Mathematical functions within array formulas are applied to each entry of a matrix/vector, and (2) worksheet functions for performing matrix operations, such as MMULT(X,Y) for multiplying matrices "X" and "Y," work properly only within array formulas.
The utility of array formulas is enhanced by the automatic expansion mechanism that was used above for computing activity flags (cf. Figure 3B ) and weight modifications (cf. Figure 3C) . In both cases, scalars were expanded to row vectors with identical components. The expansion mechanism works more generally. For example, let "z" be a row vector of dimension m, "s" a column vector of dimension n, "k" a scalar, and "M" an n 3 m matrix. The processing of the array formula "{M1z1s1k}" results in the following expansions: (1) "z" is expanded to an n 3 m matrix with each row identical to "z," (2) "s" is expanded to an n 3 m matrix with each column identical to "s," and (3) "k" is expanded to an n 3 m matrix with each entry identical to "k." The expansion mechanism fails if the number of entries of the column vector "s" differs from the number of rows of "M" or if the number of entries of the row vector "z" is different from the number of columns of "M".
The presented method for implementing the CMP by means of spreadsheets applies to other models as well, MACHO such as the Rescorla-Wagner model or ALCOVE (Macho, in press ; workbooks with these models can be retrieved from http://www.unifr.ch/psycho/general/macho/neural. htm). The next example illustrates two further spreadsheet facilities: the integrated optimizer and the library of statistical worksheet functions. They are helpful for implementing statistical models.
MULTINOMIAL PROCESSING TREE SIGNAL DETECTION MODEL
The multinomial processing tree signal detection model (MPTSD) is a hybrid model that integrates a multinomial processing tree component and a signal detection component.
Multinomial processing trees simulate distributions of response categories by assuming hypothetical (cognitive) processes that are arranged in a tree structure with the observed categories as leaves. The model parameters represent the probabilities of the various processes to become active (see, e.g., Hu & Batchelder, 1994; Riefer & Batchelder, 1988) . Multinomial processing trees were applied in various areas, such as learning (Riefer & Batchelder, 1988) , source monitoring (Batchelder & Riefer, 1990; Bayen, Murnane, & Erdfelder, 1996; Bayen, Nakamura, Dupuis, & Yang, 2000; Klauer & Wegener, 1998) , hindsight bias (Erdfelder & Buchner, 1998a) , and recognition memory (Buchner, Erdfelder, & Vaterrodt-Plünnecke, 1995) .
Signal detection models incorporate three basic assumptions (see, e.g., Macmillan & Creelman, 1991) : (1) The stimulus set is partitioned into exhaustive and nonoverlapping classes. (2) A presented stimulus is mapped into a decision space made up of different regions. Each region is assigned to a response that is elicited if a stimulus is mapped into the corresponding region. (3) Probability distributions, one for each stimulus class, specify the probabilities of mapping the stimuli of the respective class into different areas of the decision space. Figure 5 illustrates these features for the signal detection component of the MPTSD.
The model simulates distributions of confidence judgments in memory recognition tasks. Thus, the stimulus set consists of two classes: old and new items. The decision space is a one-dimensional familiarity space that is partitioned into six regions by the decision criteria c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c 5 . If a presented memory probe is mapped into the region on the left of c 1 , Response R 5 1 (5 sure new) is elicited, an item falling between c 1 and c 2 results in R 5 2, and so on. The two normal density curves specify the probabilistic mapping for new and old items. For example, the probability of mapping a new stimulus to the region that is assigned to R 5 3 corresponds to the area under the left density curve between the vertical lines c 2 and c 3 .
In the following, I first describe the logic of the experiments of Yonelinas (1994) . This is followed by the specification of the model.
Description of the Experiments
Yonelinas's (1994) experiments used Jacoby's (1991) process dissociation method: In the study phase, participants received two lists of words, L1 and L2, that were studied one after another. In the testing phase, two test lists were presented, containing the items from L1 and L2 as well as new distractor items. In the first test, participants had to identify L1 items as "old" and L2 items as well as the new distractor items as "new." For the second test list, L2 items had to be identified as "old," and L1 items as well as distractor items had to be identified as "new." The test items were, therefore, made up of three types: (1) Inclusion items are study items that had to be identified as "old" (L1 items in the first test and L2 items in the second test); (2) exclusion items are study items that had to be identified as "new" (L2 items in the first test and L1 items in the second test); (3) distractor items are items not studied that had to be identified as "new." Participants responded on a 6-point scale ranging from sure new (R 5 1) to sure old (R 5 6).
Description of the Model
Yonelinas (1994) assumes that item recognition involves two processes: (1) An all-or-none process of conscious recollection (an item is either recollected or not), and (2) a process of familiarity assessment that can be modeled as a Gaussian signal detection process with equal variance of the distributions of new and old items (cf. Figure 5 ). This two-process model should account for the finding of Ratcliff, Sheu, and Gronlund (1992) that the variance of the distribution of old items is about 1.25 the variance of the distribution of new items. Despite a close correspondence between data and model predictions (Yonelinas, 1994; Yonelinas & Jacoby, 1996) , the model does not fit the data of Yonelinas's (1994) Experiments 1 and 2 (Erdfelder & Buchner, 1998b) .
The MPTSD in Figure 6 extends Yonelinas's model by relaxing the restriction that, in case of conscious recollection, R 5 6 (sure old ) for inclusion and R 5 1 (sure new) for exclusion items is chosen only.
The model assumes that inclusion and exclusion items are consciously recollected with probability r. Recollecting an inclusion item results in Response R 5 6, R 5 5, and R 5 4, respectively, with probabilities j 3 , j 2 , and j 1 . Recollection of exclusion items results in R 5 1, R 5 2, and R 5 3, respectively, with probabilities j 3 , j 2 , and j 1 . Distractor items cannot be consciously recollected.
Judgments for nonrecollected items are based on familiarity assessment that is modeled as a signal detection process: The probabilisticmapping of exclusion and inclusion items into the familiarity space is specified by the distribution for old items. The mapping of distractor items is given by the density function for new items. Table 4 shows the model equations specifying, for each of the three item types, the distribution of response categories.
For example, the equation specifying the probability P(R 5 4) for inclusion items contains two summands cor-responding to the two branches (5 independentways) leading to R 5 4: (1) r ? j 1 , is the joint probability that the item is recollected and R 5 4 is chosen; (2) (1 2 r) ? [F (c 4 2 d¢) 2 F(c 3 2 d¢)] is the joint probabilitythat the item is not recollected and that it is mapped into the region between the decision criteria c 3 and c 4 . F( ) denotes the standard cumulative normal distributionfunction, and d ¢ is the mean of the distributionof old items. The distributionof the new items is centered at zero.
The MPTSD contains 9 free parameters for explaining 15 independentdata points. The processing tree component comprises three parameters: the probability r of conscious recollection, and the conditional probabilities j 1 and j 2 of choosing different response categories in case of conscious recollection (due to the restriction j 1 1 j 2 1 j 3 5 1, there are two independent parameters only). The signal detection component contains the decision criteria c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c 5 , and the distance d¢ between the means of the two normal distributions. An extended version, the MPTSD(Var) that assumes unequal variance of the familiarity distributions for old and new items, includes an additional parameter: the standard deviation s of the distribution of new items. The more restricted model of Yonelinas (1994) is a special case of the MPTSD that results by fixing parameters: j 3 5 1, j 1 5 j 2 5 0. Table 5 presents the symbols and the worksheet names with the corresponding cell ranges. All names are of local scope. Figures 7A, 7B , and 7C present extracts of the worksheet for simulating the data for inclusion, exclusion, and distractor items, respectively, of Experiment 3 of Yonelinas (1994) .
Implementation of the Models
Column A contains the numbers of the six response categories. Columns B and C contain the observed frequencies of the six categories for weak and strong items, respectively (the study time was 1 sec for weak items and 3 sec for strong items). Columns E and F contain the predicted frequencies of the MPTSD for weak and strong items, respectively. Column G contains the predicted counts of the MPTSD(Var) for modeling the strong items. Columns I-J contain the corresponding predicted probabilities.
The array formulas in the boxes on the left are located in columns E (first box) through G (third box). They compute column vectors of predicted frequencies by multiplying the column vector of predicted probabilities with the sum of the observed frequencies. For example, the formula in the first box in Figure 7A performs a multiplication of the sum of observed frequencies for weak items (cell range B97:B102) and the vector of predicted probabilities (cell range H97:H102). The resulting column vector of predicted frequencies is located in the cell range E97:E102.
The formulas in the boxes assigned to column H of Figures 7A , 7B, and 7C implement the 18 model equations of Table 4 for predicting the response distributions of the weak items. The parameters r, d ¢, c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c 5 , j 1 , j 2 , and j 3 were named "rweak," "dweak," "cweak1," "cweak2," . . . , "cweak5," "jweak1," "jweak2," and "jweak3." The function NORMSDIST( ) takes a single argument z and computes the probability P(Z # z) that a standard normal random variable Z is smaller or equal to z.
The boxes assigned to column J contain the 18 formulas of the MPTSD(Var). The parameters r, d ¢, c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c 5 , j 1 , j 2 , j 3 , and s were named "rstrongV," "dstrongV," "cstrongV1," "cstrongV2," . . . , "cstrongV5," "jstrongV1," "jstrongV2," "jstrongV3," and "sigma." The parameter s enters the six equations for modeling the responses of distractor items only (cf. Figure 7C) . Note that the square root of the squared standard deviation is used in the model equations. This enables the optimizer to also generate and test negative values of s, whereas positive values enter the model equations only. Figure 8 shows the tables with the model parameters. The upper table (cell range C118:H121) contains the probability parameters r, j 1 , j 2 , and j 3 . They are computed from the raw parameters l r , l j 1 and l j 2 of the lower table (cell range C125:H127). The parameters in this table are manipulated by the optimizer. The parameters of the MPTSD for simulating the weak and strong items are located in columns D and F, respectively. Column H contains the parameters of the MPTSD(Var) for simulating the strong items. The three formulas, located in the cell range H118:H121, compute the probability parameters of the MPTSD(Var). They implement logistic distributions for mapping raw parameters to probability parameters. The formula in the first box implements the equation (1) l r denotes the raw parameter, and r refers to the probability parameter. The array formula in the second box computes j 1 and j 2 from l j 1 and l j 2 . It implements the equations (2A) and (2B) The array formula in the last box calculates j 3 from l j 1 and l j 2 :
Equations 1, 2A, 2B, and 2C enable the optimizer to perform unconstrained optimization on the raw parameters l r , l j 1 , l j 2 , and l j 3 , whereas the probability parameters r, j 1 , j 2 , and j 3 that enter the model equations conform to the constraints imposed on probabilities. For example, Equations 2A, 2B, and 2C ensure that j k [ (0,1) (k 5 1, 2, 3) and that j 1 1 j 2 1 j 3 5 1. Figure 9 shows the log-likelihood functions and chisquare statistics. The model parameters are estimated by means of maximum likelihood estimation. Cells C139, E139, and G139 contain the kernels of the log-likelihood Table 4 MPTSD: The Model Equations
Note-P(R 5 i) 5 probability of response category i (1 # i # 6); r 5 probability of conscious recollection; j k 5 probability of choosing response category k 1 3 for inclusion items and response category 4 2 k for exclusion items in case of consciously recollected items (1 # k # 3); c i-5 value of response criterion i of the signal detection model (if the familiarity of an item is greater than c i a response category greater than category i is chosen); d¢ 5 sensitivity parameter of the signal detection model; F( ) 5 standard normal distribution function. functions (i.e., the log-likelihood functions without irrelevant constants) of the MPTSD for simulating the weak and strong items and of the MPTSD(Var) for modeling the strong items, respectively. The shown values are the maxima of the log-likelihoodfunctions. The table in cell range A143:F146 contains the Pearson chi-square statistic, the likelihood ratio chi-square statistic, the degrees of freedom, and the probabilities corresponding to the test statistics.
The formula in the box assigned to column B computes the Pearson test statistic X 2 : (3) where n i denotes the observed frequency in cell i (i 5 1, 2, . . . , 18), and m i refers to the predicted frequency. The formula in the box assigned to column C implements the equation of the likelihood ratio test statistic G 2 : (4) where log( ) denotes the natural logarithm. The corresponding worksheet function is LN( ). The array formulas for computing these statistics generate vectors with the 18 summands and add them together by means of the SUM( ) function.
The worksheet function CHIDIST( ) in the boxes assigned to cells E146 and F146 takes as input the value of the test statistic (X 2 and G 2 , respectively), as well as the degrees of freedom, and computes the tail probability of the chi-square distribution (i.e., the probability that a chisquare random variable with the specified degrees of freedom is greater than the test statistic).
The box assigned to cell G139 computes the kernel of the (product multinomial) log-likelihoodfunction for the MPTSD(Var):
where logL denotes the log-likelihood, and p i refers to the predicted probability. The shown formula contains an IF( ) expression for testing whether the predicted probability is smaller or equal to zero. In this case, the function adds the value 21,000 to the likelihood instead of computing the undefined logarithm. This prevents the optimizer from producing undefined solutions with nonpositive predicted probabilities. The shown formula is an array function that generates a vector with 18 summands and adds them together by means of the SUM( ) function.
Having implemented the models and likelihood functions, the built-in optimizer, the Solver (menu command Tools/Solver), can be used for estimating parameters (the Solver is not available by default; to install it, use the menu command Tools/Add-Ins and check the Solver Add-In checkbox). The menu for configuring the Solver requires at least two specifications: (1) the cell with the to be optimized function (e.g., cell G139), and (2) the cells with the model parameters (e.g., cell range H125:H134). (The menu allows for additional specifications. In the present case, the following configuration was used: optimization method, Newton method with central derivates; precision, 1E-16; tolerance, 0; and convergence, 1E-16.) , m m Table 6 presents the fit statistics of different models for the three experiments of Yonelinas (1994) . The MPTSD does not fit the short lists in Experiment 2 and the strong items in Experiment 3. The MPTSD(Var) fits these data (due to the high number of observations, I assume a critical p value of .001). The results justify the conclusion that, contrary to the claim of Yonelinas (1994) , the process of conscious recollection cannot account for the unequal variances of the distribution of new and old items.
Results of the Simulation

DISCUSSION
In the following, I first summarize the main components of the implementation.Then, I discuss the pros and cons of spreadsheets versus standard statistical packages for building statistical models.
Organization of the Model on the Spreadsheet
The implementation of the model is made up of five components: (1) the table with raw parameters (cf. Figure 8, lower table) that are manipulated by the Solver, (2) the table with probability parameters (cf. Figure 8 , upper table), (3) the 18 model equations (cf. Figures 7A,  7B , and 7C), (4) the log-likelihoodfunction (cf. Figure 9) , and (5) the table with the test statistics (cf. Figure 9 ).
The Solver requires the specification of at least two elements: (1) The cell with the function to be optimized, and (2) the cell range containingthe parameters. The likelihood function can be maximized by manipulating parameters due to the following chain of dependencies: parameters ® model equations ® probability distributions ® likelihood function.
Spreadsheets Versus Statistical Packages for Implementing Statistical Models
Standard statistical packages, such as SPSS or SYSTAT, also provide facilities for building statistical models: statistical functions and an optimizer. These packages have two advantages over spreadsheets. (1) For some log-likelihood functions, they provide a better approximation of the optimum. For example, in maximizing the product Poisson likelihood function, the Solver sometimes produces slightly inferior results than the nonlinear module of SYSTAT. However, the estimated parameters are usually identicalup to, at least, five decimal places. (2) The standard packages provide additional statistics (e.g., the asymptotic covariance matrix) that may be used for model diagnosis (e.g., empirical identification of parameters) and for computing important statistics (e.g., confidence intervals).
Unfortunately, the class of multiequation models that can be implemented by means of the nonlinear (regression) modules of the standard statistical packages is limited to general linear models because the whole system of equations must be represented by a single formula. Differences between equations can be modeled by using a design matrix. By contrast, spreadsheets enable the individualdesign of the model equations. Although a pure signal detection model is contained in the class of general linear models (DeCarlo, 1998), the MPTSD is not. Thus, it cannot be implemented by means of the standard statistical packages.
In summary, standard statistical packages are preferable to spreadsheets for implementing general linear models. Spreadsheets enable the implementation of a broader class of statistical models, however.
Conclusion
Five major characteristics of spreadsheets are important for implementing cognitive models. (1) The spreadsheet data structure is intuitively reasonable. Its utility is enhanced by additionalcapabilities, such as the possibility to define names, automatic adjustment of cell references, automatic recomputation in case of modification, and graphical tools that facilitate debugging. (2) Array functions and the associated expansion mechanism enable the implementation of complex computationsby means of single expressions. (3) The library of statistical and engineering functions enables the implementation of sophisticated numeric models. (4) The built-in optimizer allows one to estimate model parameters. (5) The graphical capabilities make it possible to generate figures that are automatically adjusted if the underlying data are modified.
These features make spreadsheets a versatile tool for, at least, three groups of people: (1) Researchers with no programming knowledge may implement their models on spreadsheets; (2) instructors may employ spreadsheets for teaching cognitive models; and (3) programmers may find spreadsheets helpful for developing prototypes of models and for testing programs. 
